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Tell us about yourself, childhood, 
family and siblings.  

I was born in Newclare, 
Johannesburg. My mother had to 

go back to work when I was 9 months old. 
So, I went to live with my grandparents and 
aunt during the week and saw my parents on 
weekends. My grandparents lived in Eldorado 
Park, in a little free standing house with a 
well cared-for garden - no less than 20 rose 
bushes in a full rose garden. The backyard had 
chickens, geese, a cat and sometimes sheep 
(just before Eid-ul-Adha). They played tennis 
when they were younger and that’s when I 
started getting my first tennis lessons. It was 
heaven.

My brother came along when I was 3 and a 
half and I moved back home. I was head over 
heels in love with him. He remained precious 
for a long time, but soon became the naughty 
younger brother and household jester; I soon 
became the older sister and policeman, roles 
we kept until adulthood. He always made 
me laugh, though, in the most awkward of 
times and provided very welcome comic relief 
to the domestic squabbles that riddled life, 
particularly as a teenager. I always assumed 
the role of second mother to him, enforcing 
discipline and making sure that he toe’d my 
line. I wish I had just taken a ‘chill pill’ and 
been his friend. 

The love and affection from my 
grandparents, parents and aunt in my early 
childhood have deeply rooted my sense of self-
worth and carried me through my formative 
years. For a long time, I was oblivious to the 
harsh world that we lived in - of apartheid, 
the group areas act, violence, inequality and 
oppression. However, it has instilled in me 
the belief that by delivering dignity and the 
sense of self-worth to all those who have been 
stripped of this fundamental social nutrient, 
we can turn so much of the wrongs around. 

That is why I started Towards Uhuru – to be 
able to make a real difference to those living in 
poverty-stricken conditions, in South Africa, 
other developing countries around the world 
and in the relatively wealthy countries where 
we don’t expect to see poverty. 

“Build wealth  
and fight 
poverty”  

says Yumnaa Firfirey

SUTRA TALKS TO YUMNAA FIRFIREY

Yumnaa Firfirey is the owner and director of 
Towards Uhuru, a research-facilitation-strategy 
consultancy focussing on how private sector 
can collaborate with government and other 
role players to contribute to socio-economic 
development with greater impact. She has a 
Business Science in Marketing and Economics 
from UCT and is currently completing her 
Masters at the UCT Graduate School of Business.

Yumnaa was an entrepreneur since the age 
of 22, establishing a tourism business in 
Amsterdam, the Netherlands, after which she 
returned to South Africa and spent 8 years in 
senior management in Provincial Government. 
She was winner of the BMF Manager of the 
Year Award in 2008, Recipient of the Premier’s 
Service Excellence Award in 2006 and Finalist in 
the BWA Business Woman’s Awards in 2005.
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...for exactly which rainy day?’

What do you enjoy doing in your free time?
When not feeding my addictions of either 

chocolate or exercise - cycling, swimming 
or running - I love spending weekends, 
evenings, and holidays with my close friends 
and family. Once a year we go camping for a 
week in the mountains near Wellington and 
swim for hours on end. I also love discovering 
new countries and how their people live and 
express themselves, so when we can afford it, 
we get in a plane and go off somewhere exotic. 

Then there are our favourite little local 
beaches, breakfast joints, restaurants and 
lazy Sunday morning breakfasts at home, or 
pottering around the garden, planting herbs 
and vegetables and doing the odd DIY jobs. 
Sometimes, it is just hanging around the 
kitchen, sampling Hanaa’s excellent baking. 
She is already a master baker and super 
entrepreneur. And Zakariya is often roped in 
to help. We haven’t bothered to get a cooking 
scale, so ingredient quantities are arrived at 
using conversion tables and by division and 
proportion, mostly without my help. That 
must be why they’re so good at maths. 

What is one thing most people do not 
know about you?

Probably that I played first team women’s 
cricket in Amsterdam when I lived there 

1997 to 2000. Rashid and I used to cycle for 
45 minutes to cricket practice and matches 
in summer. We lived in the city centre, but 
the cricket grounds were outside the city in a 
place called Amstelveen. It was a completely 
different life before children and very valuable 
to be able to build and strengthen our 
relationship. I don’t play cricket anymore, 
except bowling every now and then to 
Zakariya, during which he ‘coaches’ me on my 
bowling technique. 

We still cycle, though. I did the 104km 
Cape Argus Cycle Tour 10 years ago and 
might decide to do it again next year. For now, 
Rashid and I just enjoy cycling from Kalk Bay 
to Simonstown on Saturday mornings, sipping 
cappuccinos before and after and enjoying 
quality time with each other while Hanaa’ and 
Zakariya are at madrassah.

Who did you look to as a role model 
and in what specific way did this person 
influence you?

Most people who were sent into my life have 
come with lessons and mirrors. I’ve learnt so 
much from Nolindo, our housekeeper and my 
children’s nanny. She has so much patience, 
determination and strength. Then there’s my 
friend, Sa’diyya, who must have been a sister in 
a previous life. She just has the most eloquent 
way of saying things. My parents have to 
represent the epitome of perseverance: besides 

When and how did you meet your husband? 
What do you still love about him from the 
first day you met? Describe your family.

I met Rashid at University, at the age of 18. 
He was 21. I couldn’t help but notice not only 
the most gorgeous guy at UCT, but also the 
only guy who wore his rucksack on both his 
shoulders and a jersey that his mother must 
have knitted for him. It was so refreshing to see 
someone who was comfortable enough in his 
skin to not care too much about ‘being cool’. 

One day, while sitting with a group of friends 
on Jammie Steps, he walked by. Under duress 
I wrote a poem and sent it to him via one of 
my friends that was in his Sociology class. He 
was determined to meet me, which I initially 
declined – a girl has to play ‘hard to get’! My 
friends soon convinced me to reconsider. They 
didn’t have to try too hard. When we met there 
was no turning back. He was the one!
19 years later, we’re proud parents of Hanaa’ 
Khanyisa and Zakariya Zakhele, aged 11 and 8. 
Coming home after a full, intense day of work 
to two healthy, happy children who greet you 
with the warmest, sincerest smiles, hugs and 
kisses is priceless. They provide the necessary 
sanity and perspective to what life is really 
about. They ask tough questions and challenge 
the way you do or think about things. I often 
find myself saying, “Good question!” and then 
thinking on my feet, ‘So, why is it important 
for Hanaa’ to save some of her pocket money 

“We’re so focused on what “I want, I 
own, I do, I get credit for, I am associated 
with” that we fail to realise the immense 
potential of what “we can do, we can enjoy, 
we can achieve TOGETHER” ... so much 
can happen if we dissolve these mythical 
boundaries in our mind and open ourselves 
up to the universe of possibility. “

ABOVE: The charming Yumnaa charming snakes 
in Morocco

“We’re caught in such a stranglehold of 
contestations over power, politically, 
economically and socially that we’re 
blinded to the amazing country that we 
live in, which is not only breathtakingly 
beautiful, but also has an incredible spirit 
of hope and resilience.”
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making it through the last 40 years loving each other with 
and despite their idiosyncrasies, they have each pushed 
through the heartache of losing their dear son, my brother 
and are trying to appreciate what’s left in life.

However, my greatest role model is Rashid, who I’ve 
been married to for the last 16 years and known for 19 
years since the age of 18. He has smoothed my rough 
edges and inspired me to achieve greater heights. Most 
importantly, he has through his superb akhlaaq (decorum), 
shown me that even when you’re angry, it is best to reflect 
rather than explode. Unfortunately, I still have a lot to learn 
- having both Indian and Italian heritage, when I’m angry, 
my volcano erupts on a grand scale.  

A defining moment?
My brother, Burhaan, died three years ago at the young 

age of 30. He was in a car accident and died instantly. 
Nothing could have prepared me for the immediate 
loss of my only sibling. Until then, I had prioritised 
time with time with my parents whenever I visited 
Johannesburg because I never expected to lose my brother 
first. His death made me come to terms with my own 
mortality and I vowed to make every moment of my 
life matter. In less than a year I resigned from my job in 
economic development in government and started my 
own business to research and facilitate ways of making 
the wheel of development turn faster. I started to feel 
an urgency, that I cannot waste any time - there is so 
much to do and whatever I do must make a difference. 
I am now identifying ways for government to have a 
more meaningful impact. One of the initiatives that I 
am currently advising on is facilitating more innovative 
cooperation between government and business, and 
helping business to more meaningfully incorporate the 
role that they can play in bringing about economic growth 
and prosperity for all.

In 100 words describe yourself as a woman, wife, 
mother, friend and a professional.

As a woman, wife, friend and a professional, the most 
important realisation for me is that it’s the same person 
in all these situations. If I’m a caring, sensitive mother, 
then I cannot be different to those I work with. However, 
some situations call for firmness, others more sensitivity. 
But that doesn’t mean that I’m a chameleon. So I try to 
align who I am deep inside with the person that the world 
sees. I play open cards and what you see is what you get. 
I have a very clear sense of what I stand for and I won’t 
compromise these principles in any situations. If I strive 
for gender equality in the workplace and at home, then I’ll 
demand that in mosque as well. 

Who is your best friend?
My husband, Rashid, is my best friend and soul mate 

... most of the time. Whenever something exciting (or 
disappointing) happens he is the first person that I call. 
He gets me and has my back, no matter what. My girl 
friends are very special, though. There are discussions 
that I have with my friend, Sa’diyya, that very few others 

ABOVE: The usual Yumnaa, busy at work here, preparing for Rashid’s 
40th Birthday celebrations  
BELOW: The photo shoot Yumnaa, in Cape Town, during the SUTRA 
photo shoot

“Towards Uhuru’s vision is to help pave the way 
to an era when, as business owners, we are able 
to look beyond our short term profit  motives to 
where we consider the value we bring and the 
meaning we derive from our existence and that 
of the organisations that we’re part of.”
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is such a treat because the colours and silks are 
hypnotising. I love designing outfits from sari 
silks and my saris have to be my favourite things 
to wear on special occasions. Nothing makes 
me feel more gracious, stylish and beautiful. 

When working from home, it is tracksuit or 
harem pants, but when attending meetings it is 
strictly suits, collars and heels.

On the subject of shoes, they do fill a big 
part of my suitcase when going on holiday, 
mainly because they range from boots and 
heels to hiking boots and running shoes.

Any career advice to the youth?
Something I discovered is that it does not 

matter what you start out doing: if you do it 
well, with pride and to the best of your ability, 
your effort will be noticed and you will be given 
the opportunity to do more. So, even if you’re 
a super smart graduate, but the first job you 
have is as an intern and is purely administrative 
and you’re not using all the grey matter that 
you have, be patient. Put on your best smile, 
focus on the tasks at hand and when there is 
an opportunity for your qualities to shine, 
let them. Most importantly, add value to the 
organisation and find meaning in it for you. 
If you are struggling to find a job, offer your 
time for free for a month. Learn, work hard, 
add value and show your worth. There’s a good 
chance you will be offered a job after that. At the 
very least you will have a good reference to stand 
you in good stead for future job opportunities.

What do you dislike about South Africa 
and why?

The only thing that disappoints me about 
South Africa is that we are achieving much less 

will understand. And then there’s my friend, 
Nadia, who lives in Australia. I only see her 
twice a year when she visits CT, but when we 
connect, it’s like no time has passed. I am also 
very lucky to have three ‘sisters’ (in-law), Fadia, 
Anna and Tracey, who always help me out at 
the drop of a hat as only sisters can.

Give us your message to women business 
owners.

Women are constantly juggling all their 
roles. We don’t switch off any of these except 
when we’re lucky enough to get some sleep, 
but then we dream 
about everything 
we have to do. 
This is especially 
true for those of 
us who don’t have 
clearly defined jobs 
and a guaranteed 
pay cheque at 
the end of the 
month. We take 
care of everyone 
and everything 
else, often before 
considering our 
own needs and 
wishes, like my 
‘always on the go’ 
mother-in-law, 
Zubeida.

As woman 
entrepreneurs we need to take some time alone 
with ourselves and think very clearly about 
what it is that we want to do. What are we 
passionate about, what will earn us a living 
and which opportunities afford us the ability 
to do both? I spent two days early January this 
year doing exactly that: redefining my business 
plan, visioning where I wanted to be at the 
end of this year according to my abilities and 
passion and working out the path to achieving 
this. 

It’s also not all about work. We need to 
take care of our health – eating and drinking 
healthily, doing exercise and getting at least 6 
hours of sleep a night. We cannot be effective 
if we’re not nurturing our bodies ... and soul.

Tell us about your dress code from a 
professional and cultural point of view. How 
many pairs of shoes do you own and how 
many pairs do you take with you on holiday.

I love colour and can spend hours in 
a fabric shop. This probably comes from 
my grandparents who were tailors and my 
mother who sews beautifully. Visiting India 

than our full potential. We’re caught in such 
a stranglehold of contestations over power, 
politically, economically and socially that we’re 
blinded to the amazing country that we live 
in, which is not only breathtakingly beautiful, 
but also has an incredible spirit of hope and 
resilience. We have so many communities of 
hardworking people who have to get up very 
early to get to work and school each day, with 
a public transport system that offers lots of 
room for improvement and yet they still get 
to work and school with a smile. There is 
so much good will out there, waiting to be 

transformed to its 
full potential. This 
is not government’s 
responsibility 
alone. It’s also the 
responsibility of 
you and me. What 
are we doing to 
systematically 
make our part of 
the world a place 
that works and 
in which people 
thrive?  If we 
believe in Ubuntu, 
that I am because 
we are, then I am 
impoverished by 
the poverty and 
crime and all the 
social ills ‘out 

there’. The truth is that it is not ‘out there’. 
It is in here. We are the society that we live 
in. If we are able to change it, then it is our 
responsibility to do so. 

Here is where business can play a role. 
I’m not talking about CSI (corporate social 
investment). There is a role for CSI and often 
it is done with very good intentions. What I 
am talking about and researching is ways that 
business can play an even more powerful role 
than the good money and projects that reside 
in the CSI space. 

I am talking about embedding the society 
as a key stakeholder fundamentally in how 
businesses are run in order to make them more 
profitable in the long term. This entails the 
wellbeing of customers, the environment, staff, 
suppliers and the surrounding community.

Towards Uhuru’s vision is to help pave the 
way to an era when, as business owners, we 
are able to look beyond our short term profit 
motives to where we consider the value we 
bring and the meaning we derive from our 
existence and that of the organisations that 
we’re part of.

ABOVE LEFT: Yumnaa with her brother, Burhaan  
ABOVE CENTRE: Yumnaa’s parents Abdulla and Farida Firfirey at their engagement 
ABOVE RIGHT: Yumnaa at 3 with her doting parents and grandparents (Ameen 
and Kulsum Cassim)

Some special people in Yumnaa’s life
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ABOVE: Yumnaa and Rashid with Hanaa’ and Zakariya in Jaipur, India
BELOW: Rashid and Yumnaa, on his 40th birthday

Yumnaa’s sizzling secrets
Your first love?
Those close to me know that my first 
real love is ... food! Especially when 
it has whole, potent chillies in it ... 
preferably habaneros. I am grateful 
to my neighbour, Faeeda, and friend, 
Abieda for their gifts of habanero 
plants, which I simply would not be 
able to cope without! My favourite 
meal at any time has to be dhal, rice 
and aloo-fry! To top it off I make a 
delicious side dish of cob, sautéed 
in lots of onions, olive oil, and whole 
red habaneros, of course. To die for...

Your favourite colour?
I have two favourite colours: 
tranquil, light-blue and passionate, 
blood-red, the two poles of my 
personality. 

Tell us about your experience of 
the photo shoot.
The photo shoot was lots of fun. I 
did not expect to enjoy it that much 
and to respond that comfortably 
to the ’lights, camera, action!’ I 
must have been in Bollywood in 
a previous life. However, I don’t 
usually wear that much make up, 
which along with the beautiful 
clothes will make most women feel 
like a princess. Thank you Farhat and 
Shaheed! If I’m not off to a meeting 
straight after dropping my children 
at school, I leave home with just 
slipping on a track-suit pants and 
splashing some water on my face. 

What is your wish for your future? 
At the risk of sounding too ethereal, my 

wish would be that we all learn to care and 
love much more, that we move from a world 
of individualism to start breaking down the 
barriers between us and ‘the other’.  We’re so 
focused on what “I want, I own, I do, I get 
credit for, I am associated with” that we fail 
to realise the immense potential of what “we 
can do, we can enjoy, we can achieve together”. 
I am currently working on a very rewarding 
project to improve the system of economic 
development delivery in one of the provinces 
of our country. It is becoming increasingly 
apparent to everyone coming into contact 
with this project that so much can happen if 
we dissolve these mythical boundaries in our 
mind and open ourselves up to the universe of 
possibility.
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